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A. ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

1. The fifteenth meeting ofthe Technical Preparatory Committee ofthe Whole (TEPCOW) was held

at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, from 26 April to 1 May 1994. The meeting was formally opened by H.E.

Mr. Alemayehu Daba, Minister of Finance of the Transitional Government of Ethiopia. Mr. Layashi

Yaker, United Nations Under-Secretary-General and Executive Secretary ofthe Economic Commission

for Africa, also delivered a statement at the opening ceremony of the meeting. The representative of

Kenya moved a motion of thanks. „

2. The meeting was attended by representatives of the following member States of the Commission:

Algeria, Angola, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, the Congo, Cote

d'lvoire, Djibouti, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, the Gambia, Ghana,, Guinea,
Kenya, Liberia, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco,

Mozambique, Namibia, the Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, the §udan, Swaziland,

the United Republic of Tanzania, Tunisia, Uganda, Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe!

3. Observers from the following Member States of the United Nations were present: China,

France, Greece, India, Indonesia, Israel, Japan, Norway, Romania, Russian Federation, and Spain.

4. The Democratic Republic of Korea, the Holy See and Palestine are not Members of the United
Nations but were also represented by observers.

5. The following United Nations bodies and specialized agencies were represented: Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), United Nations Conference On Trade and
Development (UNCTAD), International Labour Organisation (ILO), United Nations Regional

Commissions New York Office (RCNYO), International Monetary Fund (IMF), International
Telecommunication Union (ITU), International Trade Centre (ITC) UNCTAD/GATT, United Nations
Children's Fund (UNICEF), United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), World Food
Programme (WFP), World Health Organization (WHO), World Meteorological Organization (WMO),

United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), United Nations University (UNU), United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), United Nations Disaster Management

Training Programmes for Africa (UNDMTP) and Office of the Special Coordinator for Africa and
Least-Developed Countries of the United Nations (UN-OSCAL/DPCSD).

6. The Organization of African Unity (QAU) and the African Development Bank (ADB) were
represented.

7. Observers were present from the following intergovernmental organizations: African Association

for Public Administration and Management (AAPAM), Agence AMcain de Biotechnologie, Association

of African Trade Promotion Organizations (AATPO), African Centre for Applied Research and
Training in Social Development (ACARTSOD), African Centre of Meteorological Applications for
Development (ACMAD), Secretariat ofAfrican-Caribbean and Pacific Group (ACP), African Regional
Centre for Engineering Design and Manufacturing (ARCEDEM), African Regional Organization for

Standardization (ARSO), Permanent Inter-State Committee for Drought Control in the Sahel (CILSS),
Economic Community for West African States (ECOWAS), Intergovernmental Authority on Drought

and Development (IGADD), International Livestock Centre for Africa (ILCA), Preferential Trade Area
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for Eastern and Southern African States (PTA), Regional Centre for Training in Aerospace Surveys
(RECTAS), Regional Institute for Population Studies (RIPS), Maghreb Union (MU), Institut de
formation et de recherche demographies (IFORD), African Institute for Economic Development and
Planning (IDEP), and International Centre for Insect Physiology and Ecology (ICIPE).

8. The Committee elected the following officers: . ,.

Chairman: Tunisia

First Vice-chairman: Nigeria

Second Vice-Chairman: Zambia

Rapporteur: Gabon

9. The Committee established an open-ended sub-committee on resolutions and also entrusted it the
task of examining in detail the preliminary report on a Framework Agenda for Building and Utilizing
Critical Capacities in Africa (document E/ECA/CM.20/6). This sub-Committee was chaired by the

first Vice-Chairman (Nigeria). The Committee, consisted of the following Core members:

West Africa: Sierra Leone and Senegal

East Africa: Uganda and Madagascar
Southern Africa: Mozambique and Swaziland

North Africa: Egypt and Sudan

Central Africa: Congo and Cameroon

10. On 26 April 1994, the Committee adopted the following agenda:

Conference theme: ECA at 35: Building critical capacities in Africa for accelerated growth

1. Opening of the meeting.

2. Election of officers.

3. Adoption of the agenda and organization of work.

PART I. Perspectives of Africa's socio-economic development *■

■■■'"'. ' ,. *
4. (a) Economic report on Africa 1994;

..." ' v

(b) Report on the implementation of the United Nations New Agenda for the
Development of Africa in the 1990s (UN-NADAF);
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, (c) The Economic and Social Development of Democratic South Africa;

(d) Biennial report of the Executive Secretary on the work of the Commission,

,1992-1993,

*ARTH. Conference theme: ECA at 35: Building critical capacities in Africa for
accelerated growth and sustainable development

5. (a) Critical capacities in support of good governance, human rights, political
i and security in Africa;

(b) Critical capacities for effective socio-economic policy analysis and management;

(c) Building, strengthening and effectively utilizing human capacities for sustained

development in Africa;

(d) Developing entrepreneurial capacities for public and private sector enterprise;

(e) Developing Africa's physical infrastructural capacities;

(f) Capacity building: Capacity Building for Food Production, Food Security and

...,-.. Self-sufficiency in Africa;

(g) Capacities to exploit natural resources and diversify African economies into

processing and manufacturing;

(h) Critical capacities for the mobilization and efficient allocation of domestic and

external financial resources.

PART IH. Regional and global cooperation for development in Africa

6. (a) Policy convergence for regional economic cooperation and integration:

implementation of the Treaty establishing the African Economic Community;

(b) PreUminary assessment of the impact of the Uruguay Round agreements, on

African economies; /

(c) Implementation of the African Strategies for the Implementation of Agenda 21

and tne Xfrican Common Position;

(d) Preparations for global conferences: ;

(i) World Summit for Social Development;
■

(ii) Fourth World Conference on Women;

(iii) International Conference on Population and Development;
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(iv) Second United Nations Conference onHunkn Settlements (HABITAT
II);

(v) African Common Position and the International Decade for Natural
Disaster Reduction and the World Conference;

(e) Women and economic empowerment in Africa:

"■'-■"-'- ■■- The African Federation of Women Entrepreneurs (AFWE) and the
creation of an African bank for women: Progress report;

! (f) > Report of the Ad hoc Committee of member States on the rationalization and
harmonization of ECA-sponsored institutions;

(g) Implementation of the Addis Ababa Plan of Action for Statistical Development
in Africa in the 1990s: Progress report;

(h) Science and technology for the development of Africa;

(I) Strategy and Programme of Action for Marine and Ocean affairs in Africa;

(j) Activities in the field of emergency relief, humanitarian assistance,
rehabilitation, reconstruction and development in Africa: (Eritrea, Ethiopia,

''--:■ Burundi, Rwanda, Mozambique);

PART IV. Statutory issues

7. (a) Staff and administrative questions;

(b) Issues from the subsidiary organs and sectoral bodies of the Commission calling
for action by the Conference of Ministers.

PART V. Programme of work and priorities of the Commission

8. (a) Proposals for updating the 1994-1995 programme of work and priorities in the
light of General Assembly appropriations;

(b); Programme evaluation in the Economic Commission for Africa;

(c) Strengthening ECA's operational capacity: Extrabudgetary resources; current
situation and prospects.

9. Any other business. ; .

10. Date and venue of the sixteenth meeting of the Technical Preparatory Committee of the
Whole (TEPCOW).
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11. Adoption of the report.

12. Closure of the meeting.

11. The Committee observed, on29 April 1994, a moment of silence to honour the memory of late
Dr. Robert K.A. Gardiner, Executive Secretary of ECA, (1963-1975) who passed away recently.

12. In his opening statement, His Excellency Mr. Alemayehu Daba, Minister of Finance of the
Transitional Government of Ethiopia, welcomed participants to the meeting and observed that the main
challenge confronting Africa was to remove the sources of economic stagnation and provide better
living conditions for its people.

13. The Minister observed that with increasing population, low GDP growth rate, worsening terms
of trade and the increasing burden of debt-servicing, the people of the region were today poorer than
they were at independence. He noted that structural adjustment programmes that were being pursued
by several African countries were important but could not solve all development problems. What
Africa needed, the Minister emphasized, was the building of critical indigenous capacities in the areas
ot human resources, technology, good governance, infrastructure development and agriculture in order
to ensure an effective take-off of African economies.

14. The Minister informed the Committee that since the coming to power, the Transitional
Government of Ethiopia, has taken a lot of policy measures in the political, economic and social
spheres towards the promotion of the rapid socio-economic development of the country. At the
political level, greater decision-making power in economic and social areas had been given to the local
governments formed after democratic elections.

15. At the economic level, the long-term strategy was to reduce me role of the state in the economy
in favour of the private sector. Another important emphasis was the development of an export-
onented, agro-based industrial sector utilizing abundant existing raw materials and labour-intensive
methods. The results of the implementation of these economic recovery programmes had been very
encouraging as the economy of Ethiopia grew by 7.6 per cent in 1993. This rate was expected to fail
to 3 per cent m the current year only because of the prevailing drought. Much progress had been made
in such strategic social areas as education, health, among other sectors,

16. The Minister concluded by noting that the theme of the current session winch was building
critical capacities in Africa for accelerated growth and sustainable development, was very important
considering the current economic and social state of the continent.

17. Mr. Layashi Taker, United Nations Under-Secretary-General and Executive Secretary of the
'Economic Commission for Africa, welcomed all participants to the Fifteenth meeting of TEPCOW
He expressed, on behalf of all participants, sincere appreciation to the Minister of Finance of the
transitional Government of Ethiopia for officiating at the opening session of the meeting He said
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that the Minister's presence was indicative of the strong support that the people and the Government
of Ethiopia extended to the United Nations and EGA. He observed that the present meeting coincided
with the thirty fifth year of the Commission and said that this anniversary would offer an opportunity
to reflect on the role of the Commission and on the challenges ahead in Africa's development.

18. The Executive Secretary noted that the twentieth meeting of the Conference of Ministers was ,
convening under the theme "Building critical capacities in Africa for accelerated growth and
sustainable development". He made the observation that Africa's poor economic performance had
been largely due to the lack of adequate indigenous capacities, including critical human skills, an
effective institutional framework and infrastructural facilities. Taking into account the capacity
constraints among the African countries, the secretariat had prepared several documents for the
consideration of TEPCGW, intended to enhance critical capacities for the accelerated growth and
sustainable development of the region. These documents covered priority areas such as critical
capacities in support of good governance, human rights, political stability, peace and security in Africa;
critical capacities for effective socio-economic policy analysis and management; building, strengthening "}
and effectively utilizing human capacities for sustained development in Africa; developing
entrepreneurial capacities for public .and private sector enterprises; developing Africa's physical '
infrastructural capabilities; capacity building for food production, food security and selfsufficiency in
Africa; building capacities to exploit natural resources and diversify African economies into processing
and manufacturing; and building critical capacities for the mobilization and efficient allocation of
domestic and external financial resources,

19. The Executive Secretary observed that the poor regional growth performance in Africa in 1993
mainly reflected the decline in mining output, the drastic fall in commodity' prices and lower export
earnings. Indeed, export values had slipped in 1993 while import values and the level of external debt
had increased. He further observed that the crop failure in the Horn of Africa appeared to have led
to another round of famine thereby casting doubts on national and subregional processes to anticipate,
prevent and manage famines. Hence, he said there was urgent need to strengthen the capacity for
drought management rather than depend on international support to alleviate the immediate suffering
of affected people.

20. Concerning international trade, The Executive Secretary said that the signing of the Final Act
of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations in Marakech, Morocco, was significant to
Africa m four ways: products and services had been brought under multilateral trading discipline; the
reduction of export subsidies and domestic support would result in higher food import bills for many
African countries; the deep cuts in tariffs in Africa's export products would reduce preferential margins
that African countries had enjoyed within the Lome Convention and the Generalized System of
Preferences; and possibilities now existed to join the newly created World Trade Organization. He
said that a preliminary assessment of the Uruguay Round Agreements revealed that world trade would
grow when the Uruguay Agreements entered into effect, but Africa stood to gain the least from the
agreements. Given such a situation, African countries' hopes rested in greater diversification of their
economies. *

21. The Executive Secretary welcomed the entry in force ofthe Abuja Treaty establishing the African
Economic Community following the attainment of the required number of ratifications by member v
States. He urged member States to ensure the successful implementation of the Treaty.
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22. He expressed regret that though the implementation of the United Nations New,Agenda for the
Development of Africa in the 1990s (UN-NADAF) had entered its third year, economic growth targets

and ODA flows set in UN-NADAF had yet to be realized, thus, the international community had to
intensify efforts to realize the set goals particularly within the framework of the Diversification Fund

for African Commodities.

23. He informed the Committee that as recommended in 1993, an Ad Hoc Committee often member

States set up by the Conference of Ministers had reviewed the report prepared by the secretariat on the

cost-benefit analysis of the harmonization and rationalization of ECA-sponsored institutions. He urged
TEPCOW to act on the recommendations of the ad hoc Committee.

24. The Executive Secretary stated that the Commission had continued, to face financial difficulties

owing to stagnant regular budget allocations from the United Nations General Assembly, significant

falls in total extrabudgetary resources including especially resources from UNDP, UNFPA, some

bilateral partners and UNTFAD. these latter falls had seriously affected the delivery of technical

cooperation programmes including support to the sponsored institutions. That situation Challenged the

secretariat and member States of the Commission to seek new funding avenues so as to meet the
increasing demands for the Commission's products and services.

25. In conclusion, the Executive Secretary rejoiced at the first multi-racial and democratic elections

that were being held in South Africa as the Committee was meeting. Africa and EGA were looking

forward to welcoming South Africa back to the family of African nations and in particular into the

mainstream of African affairs. '

26. The representative ofKenya moved a vote of thanks on behalf of the delegates. He thanked H.E.

Mr. Alemayehu Daba, for his statement which had underlined the major political, economic and social

measures undertaken by the Transitional Government of Ethiopia towards the promotion of the rapid

socio-economic development of the country, He also thanked him for the inspiration that he had given

the meeting concerning the importance of building critical capacities for the accelerated growth and

sustainable development of Africa.

27. He expressed gratitude to the President of the transitional Government of Ethiopia, H.E. Mr,

Meles Zenawi and to the Government and people ofEthiopia, of the hospitality and courtesies accorded
to the participants. Lastly, he thanked the Executive Secretary for Ms statement and the secretariat of

the Commission for the quality of the documents for the meeting of the Committee.

PART I PERSPECTIVES OF AFRICA'S SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Economic Report on Africa 1994 [agenda item 4 (a)]

28. Under this agenda item, the Committee considered document E/ECA/CM,20/2 entitled

"Economic Report on Africa, 1994". It took note of the report and congratulated the secretariat for

the high quality of the analysis in the document. It nonetheless regretted the lateness with which the

report was issued for the consideration of the Committee. The Committee requested that in future, the

report should be sent to member States for review and pomments weeks before the meeting of

TEPCOW. It was further suggested that in future the report should be released on a specific date
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annually an4 well in advance of the beginning of TEPCOW, to enable member States sufficient time

to study the report.

29. Regarding economic performance in Africa in 1993 and prospects for 1994, the Committee noted

that the macroeconomic performance of the region had followed the disappointing trend of the past 15

years. Regional output had grown by only one per cent in 1993 after having virtually stagnated in

1992 with a growth rate of 0.4 per cent. This rate in 1993 contrasted with the population growth rate,

exceeding 3.0 per cent per year. The mean annual growth rate of GfiP over the period 1990 - 1993 ;
had been about 1.3 per cent, reflecting the decline in per capita output of about 1.7 per cent on average
per annum and an increase in the incidence ofpoverty. The factors responsible for the economic crisis

in Africa, namely structural weaknesses and the extreme vulnerability ofnational economies to external

shocfcs continued to have an impact despite several years of structural adjustment. To the traditional
factors of inclement weather, deteriorating terms of trade and the debt overhang had been added such

new ones as political crises which had, in some cases, done considerable damage to economic and

social infrastructures.

30. The Committee took note of the fact that despite the overall disappointing performance, there
were differences among countries and among economic groupings. Output growth in North Africa had

declined from 2.7 per cent in 1991 to 0.9 per cent in 1992 and 0.8 per cent in 1993. The drought

which affected all the Maghreb countries had reduced irrigation potential with adverse effects on the
level of agricultural production. The difficulties in the oil sector of some of the countries had also had
a negative influence on the economic performance of the subregion. In Central Africa where the
performance of mineral commodity exporters determined the level of subregional growth, performance
had been particularly poor for the second year running. GDP fell by 4.6 per cent in 1993 after

declining by 4^8 per cent in 1992. In Eastern and Southern Africa, growth rates in 1993 had clearly
outstripped those of 1992. The respective figures were 2.6 per cent and 1.2 percent in 1993 compared

to negative rates in 1992., the agricultural sector in tnis group of countries benefitted from improved
weather conditions. In the Horn of Africa, however, weather conditions deteriorated in late 1993 and
early 1994, seriously threatening agricultural and food production. In West Africa, GDP growth
exceeded the regional average but fell below that of 1992. Subregional output in West Africa increased

by ,2.7 per cent as a result of the good 1992/1993 farming season.

31. The Committee noted that though food production had increased by 3.3 per cent, the total food

aid requirements ofAfrica remained high. Fourteen countries ofthe region werefacing extremely high

food deficits because of drought or civil strife. However the output of industrial crops had increased

in 1993 with the exception of cocoa. The new thrust given to agricultural development policies

through the liberalization of trade in goods, the removal of certain regulatory bottlenecks and the

pursuit of strategies designed to check environmental degradation had largely helped to raise production

levels. Mineral production, however, had been steadily declining since 1991 because of political

instability in the tnajor producing areas of certain countries and the fall in demand following recession

in the industrial countries. Manufacturing value added had increased by nearly 1.3 per cent in 1993,

accounting for 12 per cent of GDP. A series of bottlenecks such as the rising cost of inputs, raw

material supply difficulties and rising labour, credit and other servicing costs had constrained the

performance of the sector.

32. The Committee was concerned at developments in the external sector characterized by the sharp

drop in the prices of agricultural commodities and export earnings, the persistence of recession in the
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OECD- countries', the continuing dearth of foreign investments and dwindling official-development
assistance. As reflected in the global price index, the prices of commodities.-declined again by 10.3

per cent Is 1993, Generally, Hie external trade indicators of Africa had deteriorated. The value of

the terms of trade had further deteriorated from 4.1 per cent in 1992 to 5.5 per cent in 1993. .The

mrt

33. The.Committee noted that the debt burden continued to weigh heavily on export' revenues anc

SOU]

development. The stock of external debt was $US285.4 bi

of regional GBP as compared to 89.6 per cent m 1992,

and Its adverse effects on recovery efforts, it had become ui

significantly reduce' Africa's debt burden. The net How

ffi.odest and the trend continued in 1993:.

present, it is estimated that 220 million Africans could so

Unemployment, particularly among the vouth, had been one

meet its social economic needs. ■

35. The Committee was concerned at the-economic prosr

and civil strife... In the absence of tangible signs that the

would change, the real GBP. growth rate of the :

fa the view of the'Committee, the pursuit of economic

future

called for the strengthening of ■domestic capacities in Afxic

Coaumitiee felt that' it might be1 worthwhile to conduct ai

(AAF-SAPs) for the benefit of the region as a whole.

representatives of sonie delegations pointed out

tlC &BQ SOCmI

F«"if*a&n$ ihi^kv- 'i^Jitf!!'^'*'? f*fxfvtt¥i&tf$t'f? tin kino* SAW-r-iifflt^-a *$&
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The.Coffimitt.ee took note of the report1 in the light of the above'observations.

Committee considered document E/ECA/CM.

\eenda for the Developmeni

40. ■ ■ "The Committee took note-of the sliding'principles for the implementation-

■wisely Ihai: (a.) African governments and-people had primary respon&

social development of their countries; and (b) there was need, for share1

■ship between Africa and the internal"

41. , The Committee observed that the New Agenda provided a consensual framework, setting desired

objectives lor the economic recovery mid social development of Africa. Accordingly,, it spelled out

the .policies and actions to be .pursued in areas of regional cooperati

sectors as agriculture, food, health, population, environment, sndustri

communications. . ■ ■

.42. :-T%&'Committee-noted the activities undertaken by African

rstem) to honour their n

dtieaii countries bad pw&i

.'governance, the p

and the^ protection of the' environment. They bad also shown, much defe

process of cooperation and integration.

tiicts.

■debt relief for certain African countries hm&> support to the

(ACBF).- ■However, the .Committee regretted that the sBppo:

■been far .below, expectation particularly, with regard to the

commodity, price support and the Increase of resource Hows :

44. The United Nations system had intensified its advocacy for great

■worked to strengthen the various coordinating mechanisms for 'feat purpos>
*=* ' *-* A. Ji-

wide Plan of Action'for-African Economic Recovery md Development

SecretaryHGeneral had established a Panel of High level Personalities on

45/ While noting with appreciation the encouraging initiatives taken

following the adoption of the New Agenda, the Committee expressed

was still facing grave difficulties manifested in deepening poverty, a:

structural impediments in particular the fragile nature of its human, institutia

financial base for. promoting self-sustaining development. ' ■ ■
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46. The Committee npted that the conclusions of the preliminary report of the Sepretary-General on
ttie implementation of the New Agenda had b;en taken into account by the secretariat while preparing

t^e document under consideration. It underscored the need for strengthening African capacities
required foi: the implementation of the New Agenda, the need for mobilizing and more effectively
using domestic and external resources to achieve the priority objectives set by Africans themselves and

that of taking the regional dimension of African development into account.

47. The Committee stressed the need to haimonize the implementation of the New Agenda and the

Abuja Treaty establishing the African Econoir ic Community. Such harmonization should be seriously
considered by the Panel of High level Personalities on African Development chaired by the United

Nations Secretary-General and properly reflected in the System-wide Plan of Action for African
Economic Recovery and Development. ;

48. While the. successful implementation oJ' the New Agenda primarily depended on the efforts of
member States, the issue of resources remained crucial. Hence, the Committee underscored the

importance ofthe Diversification Fund for African Commodities and hoped that negotiations regarding

its establishment would be pursued vigorous: y by the African Group at the United Nations in New

York.

49. The Committee underlined the imporfcince of promoting trade among African countries and

between Africa and, the rest of the world within the process of economic recovery, coordination,

fpilpw-up and evaluation of the implementation of the New Agenda. The Committee urged both the
interii^tipnal community and the United Natons System to mobilize themselves to give consistent

support to the effort of the African States. The Committee appreciated ECA's role in promoting the

coordination among the various agencies in the United Nations System; but observed that the level

of regular budget resources allocated to the Commission for that purpose was grossly inadequate.

50. The Committee recommended that the twentieth meeting of the EGA Conference of Ministers

should adopt a resolution calling upon Africa's development partners to honour their commitments

under the New Agenda and requesting the Seci etary-General to consider the possibility of strengthening

the capacity of ECA secretariat to coordinate, follow-up and evaluate the implementation of the New

Agenda, in close cooperation with OAU, AE'B and the United Nations agencies.

51. The Committee took note of the report i n the light of the above stated observations and adopted

draft resolution 1(XV). .,. • ■ /r ^

Towards socio-ernnnmir development of democratic South Africa: ECA's role in perspective

[agenda item 4 (c) |

52. Under this item, the Committee cons.dered document E/ECA/CM.2G/33: "Towards socio-

economic development of democratic South Africa: ECA's role in perspective".

53. The Committee noted \yi$h satisfaction, efforts made by ECA to monitor closely events in

Southern Africa arid the establishment by ECA..of a Southern African desk as well as its active

participation in the various activities undertaken in preparation for a democratic South Africa.
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54. The Committee took note of the socio- economic challenges that the Republic of South Africa
would face during the post-apartheid period a:; well as their implications for countries of the continent,
in particular those of Southern Africa. The Committee expressed the hope that the admission of South
Africa into subregional organizations in the future, would greatly contribute to transforming the
relations between Southern African countries and South Africa, from those of dependence to mutually
advantageous partnership and cooperation. T he Committee recommended that ECA conduct an in-depth
study on the establishment of mechanisms to ensure that cooperation between South Africa and other
Arricah countries led to balanced arid mutually beneficial relationships. Such mechanisms could be
mfte'formt ofjoint committeesi between Soj^ Africa and other African countries.

55. The Committee noted that ECA could assist post-apartheid South Africa both in dealing with its
domestic socio-economic problems and re-integrating into the Southern African region and Africa at
large. For instance, ECA can put its expertise and accumulated experience in development
inan&gemetit at the^disposal of South Africa in addressing issues of public service reforms, the
esteMishment of vocational framing program*les, anct advancement of women in development as well
af articulating strategies and policies for the ievelopment.

56. Concerning the role of ECA in the pro;ess of integrating South Africa into the rest of Africa,
the Committee recognized the vital role that the Commission could play in developing strategies to
promote; economic ties with the rest of thi continent in particular; through rationalization and
hatmonizatiori of institutional tnecJianisms governing the integration process of the Southern African
subregion;namely: PTA/COJvlESA, SADC as well as SACU. The Committee however, recognized
that the Success of that integration process would depend on the will and commitment of South Africa
and African countries themselves.

57. While recognizing the need for EGA to assist South Africa in overcoming the legacy of apartheid
in economic and social development, several d elegations called attention to the fact that some countries
in Sbuthern5 Africa might have transitional problems relating to post-apartheid South Africa. There was
thus need for ECA to extend assistance not" duly to South Africa but also other countries in Southern
African- in this connection ECA was requested to provide, in collaboration with OAU and other
institutions^ assistance to cbuhtries which mii;ht encounter such possible transitional problems.

58. Some delegations expressed the view tha t the fast pace of events in South Africa appeared to have
overtaken some 6f the data on which the analysis in the document was based. The document needed
to be revised and updated. Some terms used in the document were found inappropriate reflecting as
they did the legacy of apartheid. It was also relt that a document of this nature should have reflected
the AMG-s agendafor the soeio-econortlic development of South Africa. The role of the private sector
and the business community at large needed to be highlighted also.

59; Emphasizing that many measures were r sqiwred for promoting the re-integration into Africa, the
Committee suggested that action should be Men to: foster pebple-to-people contacts between citizens
of South Africa and other African countries; develop investors guide and profiles showing investment,
opportunities iaSouth Africa and other African countries; and prepare a list df Airicari treaties; which
South Africa would be required to sign. : - ; ; : .

60. The Committee acknowledged France's offer to organize a round-table of funding agencies for
South Africa scheduled for June 1994.
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61. The Committee took note of the report and adopted draft declaration IXX. 1 (XV) on the re-

integration of new non-racial Democratic South Africa into Africa which appear in Annex ill of this
report: ' ' .' '" "' ''..'_■ '.'"''■ ,""\ ■'"'"'' ■ .:' -.-■■■■■■■■■..■/■< ^n •. .

Biennial Report of theExecutive Secretary on the Work of the Commission [agenda item 4 (d)]

62. The Committee considered document E/ECA/CM.20/14: "Biennial Report of the Executive

Secretary 1992-1993": ■ \

63. The Committee noted the most significant outcome of the review of the work programme for the
1992-1993 biennium was the regrouping ofthe subprogrammes, leading to their reduction from twenty-
one to nine. This was designed to promote synergy among related subprogrammes and, at the sanie

time, deepen the impact of the Commission's work in support of member States. The reorganization

of the intergovernmental machinery of the Commission was also completed during the period.

64. The Committee noted the range 6f issues addressed by the Commission during the preceding

biennium. These included macro- and micro- development issues and policies; human resources
development and utilization; information systems development; economic cooperation and integration;

agricultiire and;|pr|&development; marine affairs; the special problems of me lea^t developed, Ikfiti-
locked and island countries; public administration and fiscal affairs; social development woniefcin
development; environment and development; human settlements; industrial development; trade

developmeiit arid cooperation; the external debt crisis; monetary and financial policies and strategics;
natural resources and energy, incliding new and renewable sources of energy; science and technology
for development; population; transport and communications; tourism; and statistical development.

65; The Committee noted that the United Nations provided EGA with resources to support a team
of senior level experts to render short-term advisory services to member States and their IGOs. Since
1990, the experts under this programme had been constituted into the Multidisciplinary Regional
Advisory Group (MRAG). The Group was conceived as an innovative response by ECA to the need

fof technical advisory services that would ensure that Africa's jsbcio-economic development challenges
were confronted from a multidisciplinary and multidimensional perspective.

.66. It was noted that a series of training/workshops had been held during the biennium on a variety
of subjects. Among these were external debt, energy development, population, statistical development,
information systems, agricultural development, human resources development, capacity building for
development management and regional cooperation and integration, etc.

67. The Committee noted that the Commission continued to reinforce and expand its cooperation with

other United Nations bodies. The United Nations Inter-Agency Task Force for the implementation of
UN-NADAF, which convenes under the chairmanship of the Executive Secretary of the Commission,

had demonstrated potential for ensuring the required coherence and coordination under the System-wide
Plan of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development.

68. It was noted with encouragement that the secretariat's relationships with the two other African
continental organizations were further strengthened during the biennium. The OAU and ADB had

joined ECA on various occasions in presenting Africa's position on key issues at international fora.
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69. ;. The Committee strongly recommended that the MULPOCs should be strengthened by providing

them with adequate financial resources and slsSlled and dedicated personnel. It was also recommended
that the Joint Secretariat ECA/OAU/ADB should greatly strengthen the coordination of its activities

in favour ofregional projects. They should also extensively work with African and donor governments

as well as multilateral agencies in raising financial resources for Africa.

70. The Committee proposed that ECA in collaboration with OAU and ADB should organize an

Economic Summit of Africa's Heads of State and Government to take place within the next two years

to review the continent's economic situation and discuss future development strategies. ;

"■^1.", The Committee commended the secretariat for the work accomplished and took note of the

PART Ii. CONFERENCE THEME: ECA AT 35; BUILDING CRITICAL
CAPACITIES IN AFRICA FOR ACCELERATED GROWTH AND

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Critical capacities in support of good governance, human rights, political stability, peace and

security in Africa [agenda item 5 (a)]

72 The Committee considered document E/ECA/CM.20/7 entitled "Critical Capacities in Support

of Good Governance, Political Stability, Peace and Security in Africa".

73. The Committee observed that without peace, development was impossible, and without

development, peace was not durable. It was further noted that bad policies or lack ofgood governance

gave rise to conflicts. The Committee underscored the urgent need for building critical capacities in

Africa inthe area of conflict management. !

74. The Committee further observed that Africa would lose opportunities for development unless it

'made serious efforts to utilize its limited financial resources for meaningful development. It was

further stressed that African countries should strive to create conditions for justice and peace through

governance by consent. ;,

75. The Committee noted with satisfaction the establishment by the OAU of a Mechanism,for

Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution. It emphasized that this QAXJ initiative should be
recognized as an African initiative, designed for resolving African problems in an African way. The

Committee recommended that for the purposes of improving institutional performance in the, field of

conflict prevention, management and resolution, the United Nations and the Organization of African
Unity1 together with subregional organizations, should develop joint training programmes for their staff

on the settlement of disputes. The Committee further recommended that joint seminars and workshops *

should be organized for representatives of member States of OAU as well as international organizations

whose activities were in the area of peace, security and stability.

76. The Committee underscored the need for effective funding of peace initiatives and observed that

no peace efforts would endure in Africa, unless the activities relating to peace, security and stability

of OAU and other subregional organizations were effectively funded. The Committee noted that whilst
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81^ The Committee stressed that policy analysis1 and management capacity building, efforts in Africa

must' focus-on two broad1 goals in die'1990s; namely: strengthening-relationships and improved

. interface between African economic researchers and policy'makers: and the establishment of elective

mechanisms'and strong processes for policy 'coordination and networking for the effective utilization

of limited capacities. Noting that the public sector had a key.role in development management, the

Committee' emphasized the need to strengthen ih& strategic planning functions of African governments.
Though many African couatri.es-were pre-occupied'with short-term economic crisis management, this

should not result is 'abandoning long-term strategic- planning for national development. It was

emphasized' that long-term strategic planning was an essential vehicle for integrating short- and

medium-economic programmes into promoting long-term development objectives. The need to examine

the various forms of planning, und dieiF' impact on national development was a!so stressed.

S2. The Committee observed that the supportive role and attitudes1 of the civil service had not been

public service,, which'bad-been eroded over the years.

83. On the provision of information infrastructure for policy analysis aad development
the Committee noted that oft-going efforts in me -meiiibar States-within the framework-of the Addis
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frameworks for information 'infrastructure at various. African'countries. The Committee recommended

that database management should fee developed at the national level by national committees; that

for forecasting systems: and. that regional, subregional and international initiatives should be linked
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.of an Integrated'programme for capacity building in policy analysis and management.
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1 the strengthening of capacity building for women in development. Some delegations suggested feat
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between 1980 and 1991, the rate plummeted to 2.8 per cent. Moreover, the Committee deplored the

Mgji adult illiteracy in Africa. Indeed, the adult literacy rate in Africa was the lowest in the world,

lii 1991, the rate in sub*saharan Africa was 61 per cent for men and 41 per cent for women, against

80 per cent and 67 per cent respectively for East Asia and the Pacific and 87 per cent and 83 per cent

respectively for Latin America and Caribbean. Another shortcoming was the high unemployment rate

(which was 50 per cent in some countries), underemployment and the surging brain-drain. Moreover,

the situation concerning access to adequate, food and nutrition, a fundamental condition for human

capacity building was progressively worsening. Additionally, health indicators for Africa showed that

the morbidity and mortality rates were higher than the rest of the world. Institutional support in the

form of physical infrastructure was also weak and falling apart.

91. The Committee observed that the present situation concerning human capacity building in Africa

was essentially related to the interaction of socio-economic, political and institutional factors such as

the economic crisis which the continent was going through, the external debt burden and the collapse

of the.price of primary commodities, social upheavals and armed contlictsy the pursuit of Undefined

policies and existence ofinappropriate development priorities. The Committee reaffirmed that security,

growth and development in Africa depended undoubtedly on the extent to which Africans could build,

strengthen and effectively utilize human capacities and define a framework for building human

capacities. The main priorities for human capacity development in Africa were identified as: the

eradication of illiteracy, the provision of education at all levels, the improvement of the health

conditions and nutritional standards of the population^ the improvement and maintenance of the basic

infrastructures, building the appropriate institutional framework for strengthening policy-making,

implementation, coordination and monitoring functions for human development, and the creation and

sustainment of productive employment and income generation opportunities.

92. To attain the above stated objectives, a number of policy reforms and measures should be

undertaken and implemented at the national, subregional and regional levels in the building and
strengthening of human capacities. At the national level, appropriate education should be available.

Education and training should be adopted to suit national needs. The existing scientific, technological

and research institutions should be strengthened. Population policies should be adopted in line with

development objectives. Production technology should be provided during training and extension

services institutions should provide services to improve agricultural productivity. Support should be

provided to the general population for primary health care as well as the general decentralization of

development initiatives. The reforms undertaken at the national levels should be complemented by the
efforts of international development agencies, bilateral partners, international and non-governmental
organizations. Furthermore, member States should formulate strategies and common approaches in

human and institutional capacity building and strengthening at the subregional and regional levels,
particularly as related to supporting and strengthening human and institutional professional staff

training; harmonizing national, subregional and regional networks for research and development;

establishing regional cooperation in the production of teaching and research materials and equipment

and creating networks for information exchange and common facilities for labour markets. The

Committee noted mat in the implementation of such programmes the highest priority should be given
to investment to human capital in the building and maintenance of infrastructures and in the
improvement of institutional capacities.

93. The Committee encouraged the secretariat to prepare case studies comparing African countries
with the experiences in other countries such as those in Asia and Latin America in the field of human
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resources development. The Committee observed that in the follow-up activities, the following^
considerations should be taken into account in hitman resources (development: education programmes

that would enable people to generate employment, policies and development programmes that meet the -
qualitative and quantitative requirements of Africa, and the integration of women in the productive "

sectors of the economy.

94. While noting that there were specific plans of action in different sectoral areas such as health,
education, employment and underemployment, food, both at the level of the United Nations and at the ^
regional level, the Committee stressed that these plans and the programmes and activities of the
different m$titutions concerned with the development of human resources in Africa should be

harmonized and coordinated. In this regard, the Committee requested the EGA secretariat in

collaboration With the OAU and ADB to coordinate the programmes for the strengthening arid effective

utilization of human capacities in Africa.

95i The Committee took note of the document taking into account the above mentioned observations

and adopted draft declaration DCL.2 (XV) on Human Development Plan of Action for Africa.

Developing entrepreneurial capacities for public and private sector enterprise [agenda item

96, Under tins agenda item, the Committee considered document E/ECA/CM.20/10: "Developing

entrepreneurial capacities for public and private sector enterprise". The Committee stressed that

^ntrepreneurship was one of the crucial requirements for sustainable economic and social development.

For tiiat reason, the development of entrepreneurial capacity should be accorded highest priority on
the development agenda of African countries.

97. The Committee noted that colonial policies which had failed to encourage the development of

indigenous entrepreneurial capacities and post independence policies which overemphasized public

enterprise for major investments in several African countries had led to the existing weaknesses of

entrepreneurial capacities In the African region. It was, however, observed that a significant degree

pt entrepreneurial capacity expansion had occurred after independence in countries having mixed

economies..

■98.' Lack of business confidence, poor management of national economies, unhelpful regulatory

framework, poor infrastructure, political instability, uncoordinated business promotion and unattractive

development policies were cited as some of the major constraints facing the development of

entrepreneurial capacity building in the region. It was emphasized that in order to promote

entrepreneurial capacity in the region, political stability, competent economic management, efficient

civil service* improved institutional capacity for entrepreneurial support, regular government-business
consultation, sound public infrastructure, improved mobilization of productive resources and efficient

financial institutions were necessary. -

99. Moreover, the whole range of entrepreneurial capacities including those in the informal sector,

small and medium-scale enterprises, large-scale enterprises and public enterprises should be promoted

and supported. The Committee took note of the proposed actionable agenda to foster entrepreneurial

capacity in Africa at the local, national, subregional and regional levels as well as proposals for

developing entrepreneurial capacities in cooperation with Africa's external partners.
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100. Several delegations presented their national experiences and described policies being pursued in
public and private sector enterprises., Some'of the countries had adopted investment codes designed

to encourage private sector entrepreneurs. In many countries, several measures had been adopted to
help the private sector. These included tlie establishment of small and medium-scale business

assistance funds; national institutions for the training of small scale entrepreneurs; focal points for

promoting business development and single offices where entrepreneurs could secure information

needed for investment.

101. The Committee noted that some training institutes for entrepreneurs existed in the region and

encouraged cooperation among such institutions in the African region. The Committee further

underlined the importance of case studies of the experiences of Asian* Latin American and African
countries in order to highlight the obstacles encountered in entrepreneurship development and ways to

eliminate them. Employment creation ojiportunities and the role of women in private sector

entrepreneurial development were considered important areas of consideration by African countries.

102. The Committee took note of the activities and experiences of the International Trade Centre in

small and medium-scale enterprise development and of the cooperation arrangements of this Centre

with theECA in the area of entrepreneurshir> training.

103. The Committee took note of the report.

Building and utilizing physical infrastrurinral capacities in Africa [agenda item 5(e)]

104. The Committee considered document E/ECA/CM.20/12: "Building and utilizing physical

infrastructural capacities in Africa".

105. The Committee noted with concern tiat the poor economic performance in many African

countries since the 1980s had greatly reduced the level of gross investment and maintenance

expenditures towards the physical infrastructuies in African countries. Consequently, African countries

had been unable to adequately preserve, modernize and expand the capacity of their infrastructure,

equipment and services. Physical Infrastructural facilities and services in Africa had, therefore,

remained underdeveloped as compared to the other developing regions of the world. The Committee

also noted the massive destruction and degradation of physical infrastructure that has occurred as a

result of war in a number of member States ;md the grave problem this poseis for reconstructioii and

development.

106. It was further noted that the rate of capacity utilization of existing infrastructure in the region

was very low even though the existing capacity was insufficient to support sustainable economic
development. There was widespread deterioration of installed capacity to the extent that some were

either not operable or require extensive rehabilitation. Deterioration and under-utilization of

infrastructural capacities was also attributed tc lack of foreign exchange to import capital inputs: Much

emphasis was placed on the need to increase c ipacity utilization in Africa as well expansion, as clearly

indicated, inter alia, in the programme of the Second United Nations Transport and Communications

Decade in Africa (UNTACDA H).

107. The Committee also underscored that the expansion and utilization of Africa's physical
infrasturctural capacity must conform to the relevant programmes of Agenda 21 of the United Nations
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ConferericeOn Environment and Developmen: (UNCED) and the African Strategies for implementing
that Agenda. The integration of environmental dimensions in all infrastructural development
programmes would ensure that the provision of adequate physical structures do not contribute to
environmental degradation. Y

108: An agenda for concerted action by African countries arid their development partners for the
development ofthe region's physical infrastru ;tural capacities in the 1990s was agreed upon within the
framework of existing programmes, particularly UNTACDAII. This framework of action focuses on
such areas as human resources and Institutioral development, creating the capacity to manufacture in
Africa some of the equipment and spare parts needed for infrastructural development, resource
mobilization and regional cooperation.

109. The committee took note of the document. / ..

Capacity building for food production, fora 1 security and self-sufficiency in Africa [agenda item

110. The Committee considered documert E/ECA/CM.20/13: "Capacity building for
production, food security and self-sufficiency in Africa".

111. Tfce Committee noted that food security and food self-sufficiency was a major goal in the socio-
economic development of Africa. However^ 1 be overall food and agricultural situation had not Shown
much improvement over the last three decades. This situation was partly attributable to the fact that
in spite ofthe priority attached to development: of fee food and agricultural sector in African countries,
concrete actions to realize this objective has r>een slow and uneven, the Committee emphasized Ihe
urgent need for African States both individually and collectively to implement such policy measures

that would enhance food and agriculture development. These would include reform of agricultural
policies, establishment of equitable systems of'land tenure, payment of remunerative prices to
producers, expansion of investment, liberalization of conditions for access to credit and, providing the
availability of efficient services for research, publicity and marketing.

112. The Committee underlined that strength! ;ning human and infrastructural capacities in the area of
food and agriculture was essential to increased food production. Accordingly, there was nfeed to
promote education and organizational skills offarmers in particular through popular participatiori teed
on forming mutual support producers groups. Organizationally, strengthening-institutional capacities
would enable improvement of certain essential functions including decision-making, optimum resource
allocation and utilization, regulation and stabilization of economic processes. On the Other hand,
strengthening infrastruetural Capacities would ensure the establishment and the maintenance of die
means necessary for guaranteeing food security. This included availability of suitable support services

both at the level of the public sector and that of the private sector, transport infrastructure, provision
of drinking water, irrigation, storage and distribution. -J-'■'•"-' ; ■

US; The Committee recognized that Africa did not lack programmes of action and strategiesW
developing the agriculture and food sector but that these had not been vigorously implemented: It
acknowledged that, despite the adverse effects rf certain exogenous factors such as the debt burden and
deterioration of terms of trade; inappropriate public policies had contributed to the poor performance
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of fdod and agriculture sector. Consequently, it recommended the transfer of certain activities for

promoting food security to the privatessector and to various!social organizations.

114. The Committee acknowledged the med to promote a balance between natural resource

exploitation and environmentalprotection, especially in the marginal zones where intensification of

activities could speed up the desertification process. Furthermore, uncontrolled use of chemical
fertilizers and pesticides couMhave adverse effects on production. The Committee recommended that
African countries should encourage their citizens through appropriate incentives to consume natural

food and agricultural products, to avoid a si nation where Africa produced more of what it did not

consume and consumed more of what it did ;iot produce.

115. The importance of the quantitative and qualitative contribution of the livestock sector to food

security was also emphasized. ...

' ■■ ■ ■ ' ■■■•■•»"' ' ■ ■ ■'■■•:

116. With regard to the diversification of agricultural production, the Committee stressed that such

activities should not be limited only to the aspect of expansion of the basic product range but rather

should additionally pursue domestic processirg of products on local production lines and also expand

marketing outlets: It was considered that the process could be assisted by targeted and restricted

subsidies spread over time.

117. The Committee encouraged member States to use the assistance available from international

agricultural research centres and other instituions providing information on the factors impacting on

the environment. Increased use of early warn: ng systems which could prevent certain natural disasters

sueh^as droughty crop pests such as-birds and insects, floods and delayed rains was similarly

encouraged.

118. The Committee noted the report in the light of the observations outlined above.

Capacities to exploit natural resources and diversify African economies into processing and

manufacturing [agenda item 5(g)]

119. Under this agenda item, the Committee considered document E/ECA/CM.2G/14 On "Capacities

to exploit natural resources and diversify African economies into processing aflij manufacturing". '

120. The Committee underscored the need to have capacities to exploit natural resources in order to
produce goods and services that meet the needs of the region, while, at the same time, being externally

competitive. The Committee noted that to aciieve this goal, it was necessary to have me appropriate

critical human skills and supportive institutional capacities.

121. The Committee noted that the African region as a whole was well-endowed with a variety of

natural resources such as land, water, fauna ind flora, different energy resources and a diversity of

metallic arid non-metallic minerals. It, however, observed that the continent's natural resources were

not fully and efficiently used and processed locally. For instance, minerals and fossil fuels were

mainly exported in crude or semi-processed Form, with only about 10 per cent processed and used

locally! One of the characteristics of the Africa's industrial sector was that*it was import dependent
for intermediate inputs, equipment and replacement of parts. In addition, it was noted that most
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African Gauntries relied on foreign supplies for a substantial part of manufactured products for

consumption.

122* ;The Committee underlined the need for African countries tov move away from hjgh dependency

on producing and exporting primary, commDdities, and to,develop balanced, economies in which

emphasis was given to agricultural and food production and natural resources extraction with the

production of manufactured goods aswell as provision of services to support indigenous production.

There wasneedto increase the share of manufacturing in the total regional GPP from the current low

level ;of.lQi6 per cent as well,as to increase the use of existmg industrial capacity of which only

between 30-50 per cent was being utilized. • ■ „ .

123:: The Committee called for sound national economic; policies within the framework of well-

conceived strategic plans supported by politics 1 climate favourable to industrial development. The role

of science and technology was seen as crucial t :> the process of industrialization in developing capacities

to exploit fully available natural resources. There was need to make use of existing regional

institutionstodevelop human skills for mdustrial development. These institutions included the African

Regional Cenire for Engineering, Design anc Manufacturing (ARCEDEM), the Regional Centre for

Training in Aerospace Surveys: (RECTAS), itnong others. The Committee urged member States t©

support these institutions, many of which were not presently being effectively used. The Committee

took note of the information provided on the i raining activities of RECTAS since 1972. The training

activities covered aerospace and geophyscal surveys, photogrammetry, remote sensing and

cartography. . . w ^ ■

124. The committee recognized that exploration and exploitation of mineral resources required

considerable investments. There was thus ne^d to attract investments from appropriate multinational

corporations in the mineral development sector. In general, the Committee emphasized that foreign

direct investment in African industrialization was essential in Africa's economic development.

Moreover, it was stressed that African multinational enterprises should be promoted in order to

stimulate regional economic integration. ^ ,

125. The Committee observed that there was little trade among African countries, while there was a

lot more trade between Africa and the outsice world. The Committee supported the need to foster

regional trade, cooperation and integration which should benefit die continent's industrialization
process.

126;. The Committee noted that many of the aspects of the strategy proposed in the document had been

derived from the programme for the United Nations second Industrial Development Decade for Africa.

The Committee endorsed the strategy proposed and,reiterated the importance of investment in human
and institutional capacities. The committee suggested that analysis of issues of water and renewable

energy resources in the document should be improved. ":

127. The Committee took note of the document.
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companies whose success crucially depended on economies of scale. In the medium to long term,
African countries needed to take concrete steps towards establishing common currencies iti each

subregional economic community. ■

139. The Committee was of the opinion that quantitative analytical exercises such as the one used to
estimate the order of magnitude of financial resources for accelerated growth in Africa, served a very
useful purpose, and the Commission was encouraged to continue in this direction. It was
recommended that the Commission should make an effort to draw sectoral implications of economic
growth and allocation of resources. In view of the usefulness of quantitative analytical techniques and
the weaknesses in the member States, the Committee recommended that EGA extend /technical

assistance to the member States to help them build capacity in this field.

140. The Committee took note of the report. .,

PART HI. REGIONAL AND GLOBAL COOPERATION FOR DEVELOPMENT

IN AFRICA

Policy convergence for regional economic cooperation and integration: Implementation of the
Treaty establishing the African Economic Community [agenda item 6(a)]

141. The Committee considered document E/ECA/CM.20/15: on "Policy convergence for regional
economic cooperation and integration: Implementation ofthe Treaty establishing the African Economic

Community".

142. The Committee noted with satisfaction the ratification by 35 African counties of the Abuja

Treaty establishing the African Economic Community and the coming into force of the Treaty on 12

May 1994. The Community constituted the framework within which the process ofregional integration

would be pursued. It was noted that the existing subregional economic communities such as Economic

Community of West African States (ECOWAS), the Economic Community of Central African States

(ECCAS), the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States (PTA), the Southern

African Development Community (SADC) and the Arab Maghreb Union (AMU), formed building

blocks of the African Economic Community.

143. The Committee was informed that members of the Indian Ocean Commission (without La
Reunion Island) were also members of PTA. ECA was closely working with the IOC in the

development of inter-island transport, the coordination of flight schedules of the various companies

operating in the region and in marine resources development.

144. The Committee urged the intensification of harmonization and coordination of the activities of

these subregional organizations in the implementation of the Treaty. It was noted that according to
the Treaty provisions, there would be one subregional community ineach subregion, in the long term.

These single subregional communities would result from the harmonization and rationalization of the

various economic groupings in each of the subregions through the concentrate circles approach.

145. The Committee reviewed the principles and instruments for policy convergence. Among the

areas examined in this- context included: the adoption and implementation of endogenous development
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strategies based on the Monrovia Declaration; entrenching Africa's four - prong integration approach

(infrastructures - Production - Trade liberalization^ Policy convergence) and sectoral harmonization

and convergences in various fields. The sectors include: trade Utealization; free movement of goods
and persons; money, finance and payments; food and agriculture; industry, science and technology,

energy, natural resources and environment; environment-control of toxic wastes; transport,

communications and tourism; and human resources, social affairs, health and population. It was noted

that sectoral harmonization around joint programmes could help rationalize economic groupings on
concrete grounds. ;

146. The Committee emphasized the need for macroeconomic policy convergence with reference to

exchange rates, price differentials and their roles in trade liberalization as well as the harmonization
of sectoral development. An observation was made that where convergence was not possible, emphasis

should be made on harmonizing policies. Harmonization was a step towards convergency of policies.

The Committee insisted on the need for strong regional institutional frameworks to promote economic

integration in the continent. The Committee was cautioned against approaches such as the "variable

geometry" and other initiatives not compatible with the Abuja Treaty and called for the rapid
harmonization between all economic and monetary communities with the Abuja Treaty for the

establishment of the African economic community. ; '

147.; The Committee emphasized that the implementation of the Treaty was a matter of utmost

impbrtance for Africa. There was need for African countries to work together collectively and form

a strong bargaining power. To promote and facilitate the implementation of the Treaty, there was need

to : prevent and reduce political conflicts; increase trade among African countries as well as integrate

production and markets; encourage coherent development policies, popular participation and.

involvement of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in the process of development; define the roles

of the state and private sector in development; define technological policies and training needs as well

asdevelop human resources; have common currencies; show real political will and commitment in the

implementation of the Treaty; give priority to agriculture and food production; and encourage Souths

South cooperation.

148. The Committee noted incompatibilities between orthodox structural adjustment programmes

(SAPs), r which induced uncoordinated devaluations* high interest ratesj financial austerity adversely

affecting the funding of research — on one hand, and investments in regional infrastructures, on the

other. There was need for SAPs policies to consider the regional dimension of development and take

into account the need for economic transformation. There was also need for continued dialogue with

the World Bank on issues relating to SAPs so as to eventually reach common understanding on hqw

best Africa's development could be promoted. .;

149. The Committee urged development partners to ensure that their policies and practices promoted
self-reliance and sustainable development in the African region. The Committee warned that complete

reliance on outside resources to implement the Treaty would not achieve the desired goals. Africans

should demonstrate their commitment by providing financial an4 material support for the

implementation of the Treaty. Available resources from development partners should complement

AMcan efforts towards the effective implementation of Africa's own programmes.

150. The Committee took note of the information provided by the representative of African

Development Bank on his organization's willingness to fund multi-national projects provided such
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projectswere viable. It also took note of the information provided by the representative of IMDP on
its past suppofit to African regional and subregional programmes and the support it hoped to, provide
in the implementation of the Treaty.Furthermore, the Committee welcomed the appeal made by the
representative of the ACP secretariat for tie organization to be associated and involved in the
implementation of the Abuja Treaty. The ACP had some funds for-regional cooperation that could be

tapped for the implementation, of the Treaty. However, the Committee suggested that the procedures

for accessing and utilizing ACP funds be mide less cumbersome. The Committee also noted with

appreciation the International Trade Centre's (ITC) intra-AMcan trade development and promotion
activitiesin the context of regional;economic integration, specially those related to trade information,

supply and demand surveys, buyers/sellers meetings, and urged the Centre to cooperate with EGA,

i ADB and AATPO in assisting in the Implementation of the Abuja Treaty.

151. The Committee noted that achieving -egional integration through the Treaty would require
perseverance and commitment. Thus, every e ffort should be made to remove all obstacles; and promote

those factors that facilitated its implementation. In this context, there was need for; the Treaty to be

publicized widely in all member States. Theie was also need to mobilize the economic operatorsaaid

promote popular participation for the implem* mtation of the Treaty. The Committee took note that the

Joint ECA/OAU/ADB secretariat would pub icize the Treaty adequately.

152. The Committee took note of the doom ent.

Anticipated impact of the Uruguay Round agreements on African economies: A preliminary

analysis [agenda item 6(b)l j iy?'

153. The Committee considered document Ii/ECA/CM.20/31: "Anticipated impact of the Uruguay
Round Agreement on African economies: A preliminary analysis".

154. The Committee noted that the conclusion of the Uruguay Round of negotiations, of the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), tho Final Act of which signed in Marajcesh,Morocco, two

weeks previously had ushered in a new era ir international trade. Trade liberalization under the new

agreement was generally expected to boost warid trade by about US$200 billion annually. As much

as 70 per cent of the benefits from expanded trade, however, would accrue to the,developed market

economies while, among the developing couitries, 16 per cent, 11 per cent, and 3 per cent, would
accrue to China, the economies of Asia-Pacific and South-east Asia, and Latin America respectively.

On the otter; hand, the African countries as a group would gain least from the agreement and, indeed,

could incur losses initially estimated at $ 2.6 billion annually from the implementation of the

agreement.

155. The

by the major trading partners, namely, the European Union, Japan, and the United States, would

eliminate benefits under the general system of preferences (GSP) (including-the special case of energy

products) and the Lome* Convention, which African countries had enjoyed previously. On the other

hand, the reduction of agricultural production and export subsidies would result in an increase ofworld

prices tor food products (in the order of 5 percent, rising to 10 per cent for cereals) which would have

a negative impact on Africa, which was a netfood importer.
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156. With regard to textile?and apparel,the Committee noted that it was premature to assess the
.quantitative.impact before the complete dismantling pf the quotas under the Multi-Fibre Agreement.

. The, Committee expressed concern, however, about the establishment of "a mechanism of provisional
: safeguards" to protect the industrialized countries from strong market fluctuations and the

"establishment of an Office for,supervision oi" textiles" as stipulated in the draft Final Act, since these
measures could be used to perpetuate market protection against the developing countries.

157., The Committee also discussed the majoi provisions of the Final Act in the new areas of particular

interest to African countries, notably, articles IV and XIX of the, Services Agreement; obligations
relating to agreements on Trad&related Aspe:ts of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs); articles 2, 5

and 6 of the Agreement on Trade-related Investment Measures (TRIMs); and the governance structure
of the World Trading Organization (WTO).

158. Noting the importance to Africa of all these agreements under the Uruguay Rounds the
Committee regretted that African interests hacj not been adequately taken into account in the

renegotiations. The Committee noted that white the GATT negotiations took place within a contractual
framework where parties participated on an in dividual basis, the member States of the European Union

acted collectively. In view.ofthe above, it was suggested that.When me African JSconomic

Community is fully established, African countries should adopt common negotiating positions in

international trade issues. The Committee was of the opinion that the Tunis Declaration on the
Uruguay Multilateral Trade Negotiations, adopted by the African Ministers of Trade at the twelfth

session held, in Tunis in Qctober 1993, which set up a support mechanism for African CQuntriesin

future negotiations and in the implementatior of the Final Act was a step in the right djrectipn. .The
Committee also applauded the efforts by the ECA Executive Secretary to foster collaboration among

the African Ministers in Marakeshj Morocco, prior to the signing of the Final Act of Uruguay as afirst
step towards the creation of such a mechanism . ■. ■ ■ ; \, ;

159. The Committee emphasized that the Afiican countries should implement policy measures aimed

; ait maximizing the potential benefits from the agreement and mitigating the negative repercussions.; To
this end, the Committee recommended that the ECA secretariat, in collaboration with regional
organizations, especially the OAU and ADB, should carry out assessments and follow-up studies of

the impacts of the agreement on African economies. In doing so, it was emphasized that EGA should

generate its own data rather than base its assessments on data derived from non-African organizations.
The Committee also suggested that ECA should organize seminars to increase awareness on the

agreements of the impact of the Uruguay Round for Africa. Such seminars could take place at the
same time as subregional and regional buyer/seller meetings organized by the International trade

Centre (ITC). ;.

0,, The Committee expressed the conviction that member States could benefit from the experience
of those African countries which had finished or were about to undertake a preliminary assessment of

the impact pf these agreements on its economy. The ITC informed the Committee of its experience
in this area and offered to assist member Status in their evaluation efforts. The Committee noted that

the African, countries which are members of t lie ACP group could take advantage of the provisions^
annexes 27 ^ld 29 of the Lome* Convention which permitted amendments to be made to provisions of

the Convention to mitigate losses under the agreement. , ; ; ,,
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161. The Comnk'ttee emphasized that ultimately, African countries needed a comprehensive strategy
for smictural transformation and diversification of the production and export base, with the aim of
boosting competitiveness, if Afjrican countries are to participate fully in the new international trading
s^steni; In this regard, it was necessary to intensify economic diversification and intra-African trade
to buUd regional competitiveness through economies of scale.

162. The Committee took note of the report.

African strategies for the implementation of Agenda 21 and the African Common Position Qfl
Environment and Development fagenda item 6(c)l

163. The Committee considered document E/ECA/CM.20/16: "Implementation of the African
strategies for the implementation of Agenda 21 and the African Common Position on Environment and

* Development: Progress report";

164. The Committee noted that since the adoption of the strategies; efforts had been made to
incorporate them in national, subregional and regional environmentand development programmes, the
strategies have also taken into consideration during the negotiations for the elaboration of an
international convention to combat desertification, the preparations for the World Conference on
Natural Disaster Reduction, and the mid-term review of the International Decade for Natural Disaster

Reduction (IDNDR).

165. The Committee noted with appreciation the active participation of member States in the activities

of the Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee (INC-D) for the elaboration of the International
Convention to Combat Desertification and mitigate Drought, particularly in Africa. Concern was

expressed about the difficulties being experienced in the negotiations regarding resource commitments

fronii the developed countries and institutional arrangements for implementing the Convention. The
Committee hoped that Africa's development partners would address these issues positively. The

Committee regretted that the funding of activities to cdmbat desertification were not included as a
window of the Global Environment Facility. It expressed the hope that the situation would be corrected

in the future.

166. Special appreciation was extended to those member States that were ■chairmen of working groups

and spokesmen of different aspects of the negotiations, particularly on Hie regional Instrument of the

Convention for Africa and to the ad hoc Expert Group and the Joint OAU/ECA/UNSO/UNEP/ADB
Secretariat for their contributions to the negotiations.

167. The Committee encouraged development planners and private sector agents to undertake
environmental impact assessments arid environmental management of projects and prograriames to

ensure that environmental degradation was kept to its minimum. Regarding issues on biological

diversity, the Committee noted with satisfaction that preparations for a regional conference to develop

* Africa's approach to the implementation of Convention on biodiversity were underway and requested

to be kept informed of the outcome.

* 168. The Committee recalled that the Conference of Ministers at its nineteenth session had urged that

the African Ministerial Conference on the Environment (AMCEN) should strengthen its collaboration

with the Conference of Ministers responsible for Economic and Social Development and Social
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Planning, particularly in matters relatingto Agenda 21 and tlie implenieiftation of the strategies. Tq
this effect, it recommended that the Executive SecretaryofEGA should continue, in the spirit Of
resolution 744(XXVIII), to study the modalities lor harmonising the mandates of the t^o
intergovernmental bodies of the Commission. This should be done with a view to enabling AMCEN
and the Ministers responsible for Economic and Social Development and planning; to jointly revjeW
the environment and development programmes of member States.

169. The committee took note of the report.

Preparations for global conferences [agenda item 6(d)|

(i) World ■Summit for Social Development;

(ii) ^Fourth World Conference on Women;

(iii) International Conference on Population and Development;
(iv) Second United Nations Conference on Human Settlements (HABITAT II); and,

(v) World Conference on Natural Disaster Reduction.

170. The Committee considered reports regarding each conference as follows:

(i) "Preparatory activities of the world summit for social development: Progress report":

(E/ECA/CM.20/17)

171. The Committee recalled EGA Conference of Ministers resolution 749(XXVII) which decided on

the formulation of an African Common Position for submission to the World Summit for Social

Development scheduled to be held in Copenhagen, Denmark from 6 to 12 March 1995.

172. The Committee took note of the fact that the African Common Position on Human and Social

Development in Africa which was adopted by the conference, of African ministers responsible for

human development had been presented to the preparatory committee of the World Social Summit held

in New York from 31 January to 11 February 1994. It also noted that the Common Position provided

an assessment of the state of human and social development in Africa; outlined Africa's major human

and social development objectives; elaborated an actionable agenda for human and social development;

andy set out the modalities for implementing, monitoring, evaluating and reporting on the Common

Position; ; ; ...* v <■■.....-. ,v...

173. The Committee also reviewed the core issues to be addressed by the World Summit together with

the policy measures to attain its objectives in accordance with General Assembly resolution 47/92.

174. The Committee recommended that the African Common Position on Human and Social

Development in Africa be widely disseminated within ,the region. Against the background of the

prevailing brain-drainofskilled professionals, the Committee suggested the establishment of an African

employment market It urged that greater attention be paid to, the unemployment and underemployment

phenomena and stressed the need to emphasize the research aspects of social development.
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(ii) "Preparatoryactivities of Hie fourtfc World Conference on Women: Progress report":

(E/ECA/CM.20/18)

175. The Committee noted the preparatory activities by the ECA for the regional Conference on

Women scheduled to take place in Dakar, Seiegal from 14 to 23 November 1994, to be preceded by

an NGO: Conference on Women. T^ere will also be a Franco-African Conference on Women to be
helcl iniune 1994. These activities largely comprised the mobilization of men and women at all levels

towards enhancing the status of wornen; and an evaluation of the achievements regarding the major
goals of equality, development an^eace. In this regard* the Committee iii|licate<3 that the foci 0f the
regional activities would be to consolidate national efforts at advancing the status and role of wbnien
in development identify common issues affeci ing countries; and, adopt a Common Regional Platform

of action to ensure increased role of women ir development which would be incorporated in the global

Platform of Action to be adopted by the Woi Id Conference.

176. Trie Committee also noted that at the nitional level, countries were expected to set up national
Committees to coordinate national activities including the preparation of national reports for the

Conference; and appraise the implemejntatior of the Nairobi Forward-Looking Strategy (NFLS), as

well as the targets set in the Abuja Declaration. It, therefore, directed that information on both issues
be widely disseminated. The Committee took note of International Trade Centre's (ifC) programines
in promoting women in trade development (>ViTD).

177. The Committee raised issues regarding lack of coordination in the various studiesJfliat focused
on women. Such studies should, among other things, focus oh female yoifths arid refugees' The
Committee regretted the delays in submission of national reports and suggested the setting up of a

Special Committee to accelerate the preparatory process. Given the inadequate national expertise and
data constraints in member States with respect to preparing the nationalreports; on.status ofwomen,
the Committee requested ECA to assist in providing guidelines and supplying relevant mfp^mation

where available, to member States for the preparation of these reports. In this respect, the Committee

encouraged national committees entrusted with the task of preparing the national reports to also liaise

with tJNDP, U^IC^F, UNESCO, ILO and the MULPOC offices. It agreed to Ae suggestion to
extend the deadline for submission of the nitional reports from 31 March to 30 May, 1994, The
.Committee noted with appreciation the fact that some OECD countries have given financial assistance
to African countries for the preparatory proofs.

(iii) "Preparations for the international conference on population and development (ICPP):

Progress report"; (E/ECA/CM.20/19)

178. The Committee noted the activities ai the national, regional and global levels towards the

International Conference on Population and development scheduled for 5 to 13 September 1994 in

Cairo, Fgypt. It urged ail member States to send high level representations to the ICPD and to work
in solidarity with regard to the African Common Position at the Conference. The Committee noted

with satisfaction the assistance provided by UNFPA and USAID to enable several African countries

to participate actively in the Third Meeting oithe Preparatory Committee (PREPCOM III) held from

4 to 22 April 1994 in New York.
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li^f^bd&iisMibsei^^^ thatmeMer States had established ijatibnal^ committees^ population
to prepare the National Report on population (using guidelines provided by the ICPD secretariat) and
to initiate public awareness both for the Conference and for population issues in general. .

180. At the regional level, the Committee noted that preparatory activities involved three Preparatory

Committee (PREPCOM) meetings and the o -ganization of the Third African Population Conference
(APC3). It was also noted that at global PUEPCOM III in New York, the African member States
called for the establishment of subregioual and regional mechanisms to follow-up on the
implementation of both the outcome of ICPD and the Dakar/Ngor Declaration.

181. It noted that APC3, which met in Dakar (Senegal) from 7 to 12 December 1992, adopted the

Dakar/Ngor Declaration on Population, Fami iy and Sustainable Development, set demographic targets

to operationalize an accelerated implementation of the Kilimanjaro Programme of Action on African
population and self-reliant development; and, recommended the establishment of a Follow-up

Committee to monitor the implementation of the Declaration.

182. The Committee further noted that the i)akar/Ngor Declaration would constitute the African
Commdn Position on population at the ICPB; and, that the first session of the Follow-up committee
met from i24 to 25 March 1994 in Addis Abiba. It reviewed the recommendations of the Follow-up
Committee requiring action by the ECA Conf srence of Ministers. It appealed to member States which
had not designated focal points for the follow- up on the implementation of the Dakar/Ngor declaration,

to do so; and, supported the convening of ths Follow-up Committee after the ICPD.

183. The; Cdmmittee_ appreciated the efforts of the GAU in cooperation with the ECA, to submit the

pakar/Ngo* Declaration for approval by Hea Js of State and Government at the Tunis Summit. It also
welcomed the proposal to establish, under the aegis of the OAU, the African Population Commission

to be serviced by the OAU/ECA/ADB Joint Secretariat.

184. The Committee appealed to UNFPA and other donor agencies to support the implementation of

the Dakar/Ngor Declaration at both national and regional levels. It also urge these donors to extend

financial assistance for the participation pfAmean countries at the Cairo Conference. It commended

France for its support which it had already frovid&I to ECA towards implementing the Dakar/Ngor
Declaration.

(iv) •'Rejpbrt on frreparatfony for fo?Second United Nations Conference on Human

Settlements": (E/ECA/CM.20/32)

185. The Committee noted that the Second United Nations Conference (HABITAT II) was scheduled

for 3 -14 June 1996 in Turkey. It further notod that each country was to prepare a national report (for

the world summit) providing an assessment of human settlements and shelter strategy as well as

country-specific reviews; formulating shelter and sustainable settlements objectives; and, indicating

technical and financial assistance options.

186. The Committee noted that the issue of Africa's preparation for Habitat II had been discussed at

a special meeting of African Ministers respons ible for Human Settlements; Seventh meeting of the Joint

Intergovernmental Regional Committee on Hi man Settlements and Environment; Fifty-eighth ordinary

session of the OAU; and, Consultations between secretariats of ECA and UNCHS (Habitat). At the
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global level, activities included the organization of necessary teckaical assistance and financing for the

preparation of reports at various levels.

187. Three global meetings had also been held namely the fourteenth session of the Commission on

human settlements; the preparatory Committee; and, the first substantive session of the Preparatory

Committee

(v) Mid-term Regional Report for Africa on the Implementation of the International Decade

for Natural Disaster Reduction: (E/EGA/CM.20/30) aad (E/ECA/CM.20/30/Add.l)

« 188. The Committee noted that the World Conference was scheduled for 23 - 27 May 1994 in

Yofcdhama, Japan ind that in the course of the present decade, the international community would pay

special attention to fostering international cooperation in reducing various forms of natural disasters.;

«. ■'...■■

189. Towards this end, the Committee hoped that, all countries likely to be inflicted by natural

disasters, would strengthen their mechanisms for natural disaster preparedness and management. This

would entail development of guidelines and strategies for actions; fostering scientific research and

disseminating findings; and development of measures for the assessment, prediction, prevention and

mitigation of natural disasters. These goals would', be achieved through programmes of technical
assistance and technology transfer, demonstration projects, education and training tailored to specific

hazards and locations.

190. At the national level, the affected countries would need to initiate public awareness and

information campaigns; and, develop the outlines of a disaster management training strategy devoted

to buildingan effective response capacity for suddenonset of disasters. National committees had beeik
set up to provide relief in response to sudden disaster. It noted however, that resource deficiencies

constituted a major impediment to efficient disaster mitigation.

191. The Committee was informed of preparations fdr and the organization of the World Conference

oil Natural Disaster Reduction to be held from 23 to 27 May 1994 in Yokohama, Japan, In that

regard; the African Common Position adopted ad referendum by the fifty-ninth ordinary Session of the

OAU Conference of Ministers was presented in outline and substance. The Committee took note of

this presentation.

192. The Committee appealed to African countries to participate in a concerted manner at the
Yokohitna Conference on mid-term review of the International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction
aiid for development partners to extend financial assistance for African countriesfor this purpose.

193. The Committee took note of all five reports on the preparations for the forthcoming global

conferences. It adopted draft resolutions 3 (XV) on Preparations for the Second United Nations

Conference on Human Settlements and 4 (XV) on the preparation for the World Conference on Natural

* Disaster Reduction, Yokohama, Japan, 23-27 May 1994.
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The African Federation of Women Kntreprenetirs and the Creation of an African Bank for

Women: Progress Report [agenda Item 6(e)]

194. The Committee considered document E/EC4/CM.20/20: The African Federation of'Women

Entrepreneurs (AFWE) and the creation oi an African Sank forwomen; "Process report".

195. The Committee noted with satisfaction that pursuant to resolution 736(XXVII) of the eighteenth
session of the ECA Conference of Minis|ers, the African Federation, of Women Entrepreneurs was

createdin June 1093; in Accra, Ghana. The objectives of ihe federationjare principally to; build
women capacities so as to enable them to contribute to economic and social development; form a
pressure group io ensure that the interests of businesswomen were considered in the economic policies t
of the countries; increase the level of production and management of women economic activities
particularly in the informal sector; and facilitate women's access to financial resources. , /

196. The Committee took note of the major activities undertaken by the Executive Committee of the
Federation since its inception. Those activities included inter alia, the elaboration of a programme of
work for the period 1994-1997 which essentially centred on promotional activities for capacity building
and the adoption of mechanisms for collaboration with national and subregional women associations.

The Committee also noted that the Federation had been registered in Ethiopia in order to use ECA
facilitie$ in the execution ofdts activities. (.

197. With regard to the creation of an African Bank for women, the Committee noted that a
comprehensive feasibility study was indeed required. Such a study should spell out the operational
modalities of the bank, resource mobilization strategies, target groups and procedures for granting and

applying for credits at the national, subregional and regionallevels. ECA should convene a committee

of experts to consider this subject. :

198. The Committee further remarked that the African countries should give African women every

opportunity tp fully contribute to the continent's sustainable development. In this respect, it was
recognized that even if most countries of the continent did not differentiate between men and women
inthe granting of business and other opportunities, sensitization against the negatiye stereotypes of
African women must continue. National women federations were expected to play a major role in tfo
regard. .,, ;,K -,.-..,

199. The Committee acknowledged that banks should exercise some flexibility when jit comes tp
guarantees for the granting of loans to women. In turn, women should present viable an4 quality

projects Finally^ the Committee noted with satisfaction the many activities undertaken by such
organizations as the International Trade Centre (ITC) in order to ensure the advancement of women

in Africa's business sector. The Committee also notedITC*s request to be a member of the Committee

entrusted with the follow-up of the feasibility of creating an African bank for women.

200. The Committee took note of the report under consideration. »

Rationalization and harmonization of ECA-sponsored institutions [agenda item 6(f)]

I

201. The Committee considered document E/ECA/CM.20/21 entitled "Rationalization and

Harmonization of ECA-sponsored institutions".
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202. The Committee underscored the importance of making the ECA-sponsored institutions cost

effective and viable. It not^d the recoinmendations in the study carried out by the Secretariat with the
assistance of the Ad Hbc Committee of Ten, with regard to the rationalization and harmonization of

ECA-sponsored institutions in particular by providing cost-benefit analysis of the mergers proposed.
The Committee noted that the new study which proposed the consolidation of eleven institutions into
three was a follow-up to the one presented to the 1993 session of Conference of Ministers. '\\

203. The Committee appreciated that the new study contained many details about the sponsored

institutions. To that extent it represented a significant improvement on the first study presented to the
1993 session of the Conference.of Ministers. However, it.was observed that the new study still lacKe|l
such details as: evaluation of capital assets of the institutions and proposals for dealing with re-

deployment and lay-off of staff in the cases of mergers. Moreover, the new study focused on the
merits of mergers without adequate analysis of disadvantages of mergers. It also lacked detailed

analysis of the implications of the proposed mergers for the host countries to these institutions.

Questions were also raised about whether all institutions and host countries were visited as required

in resolution J54QC^VilX) of 1993, and whether a thorough study of users of services of these
institutions had been done. It was observed that most of these issues were already covered in previous

studies on the subject both by tne Secretariat and the Committee of Ten.

2Q4. The Committee, nonetheless, emphasized that, given the dire financial situation of many of the

sponsored institutions, the need for their rationalization and harmonization was urgent. In doing so,

however, the following considerations should be borne in mind, namely that: the cHbice of
headquarters of merged institutions have to be made by governments. In merging srnall and big

institutions, it made sense to take the small institutions to the location of the big ones, provided that

the host country meets the stipulated criteria.

205. Underlining the need to give some of the institutions time to achieve financial viability, the

Committee urged these institutions to increase their income generating activities and strengthen their

capacity for resource mobilization. In this regard, it was suggested that the institutions should! market
their products and services, particularly in the area of consultancies and research, They should also

endeavour to commercialize the products of their research. The Committee noted that UNDP has
given financiai assistance to many ofthese institutions for a long period. However, it was emphasized

mat funding agencies such as UNDP should Stand ready to lend their support when iJhte mergers would
have been eventually been decided upon, so as to have the merge institutions build up tfteir selfr
fmancing capability.

206. The Committee endorsed the importance of mobilizing resources from Africa's Development

Partners and recommended that the Leadership of ECA-sponsored institutions should play a vital role

in mobilizing resources in collaboration with ECA and other relevant UN. Agencies to support the

institutions programmes and advance the fulfilment of their objectives. The Committee appealed to

all the member States who had not paid their contributions and/or arrears to these institutions to do so

in order to enhance their capacities and effectiveness.

207. The Committee took note of the report and recommended that it be distributed for in-depth study

and comments by the appropriate authorities of each member State. Subsequently^ ECA should

circulate the comments it received to all member States to provide the basis for informed decision.
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implementation of the Addis Ababa Plan of Action for Statistical Development in Africa in the

1990s: Progress Report [agenda item 6(g)I

208. Under this agenda "itetf, the meeting discussed document B/ECA/CM.20/22 entitled: "interim
Report on Implementation of the Addis Ababa Plan of Action for Statistical Development in Africa in

209. theCommittee appreciated the mid-term assessment of the implementation of the Addis Ababa
Plan of Actionfor'Statistical Development in Africa, because it brought Out the difficulties affecting
some national statistical administrations. At the same time, the document provided information on the

successful experiences of some countries. The C6mMttee noted with satisfaction1 ECA's efforts in

raising pe awareness of member States on the importance of the Plan of Action through its wide

dissetninatioh to relevant institutions. Guidelines for needs assessment and strategy formulation for

implementing the Plan, taking into account the specific situation in each country, had also been

disseminated to member States.

210. The Committee regretted the slowness of the response to needs assessment surveys at the national

levels. To date, only fourteen countries were implementing the Plan. Through the association of both

piiblic and private sectors in the needs assessment and the dynamic nature of the socio-economic

snuatioii which called for continuous revision of statistical development plans in the two pioneering

countries (Kenya and Nigeria) whose wealth of experience could benefit other countries.

211. The Committee recognized the need for external technical assistance t&support countries in the

implementation of the Addis Ababa Plan of Action. Monitoring the implementation of the Plan of

Action required the production of periodic reports by statistical institutions, in collaboration with all

national institutions concerned with statistical development programmes. To this end, the ECA would

soon make available•■■to member States a document describing the framework for monitoring. The

African Statistics Day had been set for 18 November of each year and was celebrated for the fourth

time on 18 November 1993. This event was one of those emphasizing the importance of the role of

statistics in all aspects of socio-economic life and was also an attempt to improve the substance of the

Addis Ababa Plan of Action.

212. The Committee noted with satisfaction that the twenty-eighth session of the United Nations

Statistical Commission/held in New York in March 1993, viewed the Plan of Action as the best

jpiatform for future technical cooperation for statistical development in Africa. The recognition of this

framework implied an active role for the EGA in this area, along with the increased financial

refinements. The Committee hoped that the regular United Nations programme of technical

cooperation for world-wide statistical development would be reviewed and that the resources for

meeting the needs of such cooperation would be allocated to ECA to facilitate implementation of the

Addis Ababa Plan of Action,

213. The Committee noted the difficulties which currently impeded the funding of ECA activities *

relating to the Plan, within the context of the arrangements for Technical Support Services (TSS)

(TSS1 and TSS2). However, it was pointed out mat ECA would contact the Department of Support

and Management Services of United Nations to assist in the implementation of the Addis Ababa Plan1. *
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214 fhe Committee took note of the suggestions to recognize the importance of statistical operations,
for piibiie adnimistration. It noted the wealth of experience of some African countries in statistical
development, which could be used to strengtfien implementation of the Addis Ababa Plan of Action

within the framework of technical cooperationamong developing countries.

215. Finally, the Committee called upon funding organizations to increase their support of statistical
development efforts in Africa at national, subregional and regional levels.

216. The Committee took note of the report

4 Science and Technology for the Development of Africa Iagenda item 6(h)1

217. The Committee considered document E/ECA/CM.20/29: "Science and technology fpr the

• development of Africa."

218. The Committee noted that Africa's poor economic growth was partly attributable to heavy
reliance on export of raw materials and commodities. This, in turn was due to lack of indigenous
scientific and technological capacity to add value to the raw materials. With the international market
price of these commodities continuously falling and the growing possibilities of developed countries
producing synthetics and other substitutes through advanced technologies, there was an urgent need for
African countries to redress the situation and to make a breakthrough in the application of science and

technology for their development.

219. The Committee appreciated the initiatives of ECA, in collaboration with the Organization of
African Unity (OAU), the African Development Bank (ADB) and the African scientific community,
to promote the development and application of science and technology for African Development
through the establishment of regional institutions.

220. The Committee observed that among the factors responsible for Africa's lack of technological
advancement are the continuing mystification of science and technology; the failure to assimilate
scientific and technological practices; the lack of deliberate effort to harness existing capacities inS&T
in individual countries; and the absence of serious interface between African Scientists and Policy
makers. The Committee emphasised the need to remove these impediments to promoting science and
technology for development in Africa. In particular, it advised mat ECA should avoid the traditional
approach to policy interface between policy makers and scientists based on occasional retreats in
exclusive resorts. Dialogue between African scientists and policy-makers should be more frequent,

221. The Committee recognized the need to accord high level attention to issues of science and
technology in Africa, and suggested that national participation in the African Regional Conference on

Science and Technology be upgraded to level of ministers responsible for science and technology.

* 222. Regarding the establishment of the African Foundation for Research and Development
(AFRAND), the Committee was informed of the progress made since the promoters were encouraged

by the nineteenth meeting of the Conference of ministers to proceed with the feasibility study oi* its

a establishment. The Committee heard that the feasibility study had been evaluated by the Evaluation
Conference, in May 1993, which recommended its establishment to the Task Force on AFRAND. In

turn, the Task Force accepted the recommendation which it presented to the First Presidential Forum
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on Management of Science and Technology for Development in Africa ^hieh wajs held in Gaborone,
Botswana in October/November 1993. The BresidentialFprum, which was organized by the Research
and Development for Science-Led Development in Africa (RANpEORUM)with the collaboration of
the EGA, supported theestablishment Of an autonomous^ contmeht-wide African Foitmdatioh For
Research and Development (AFRAND) in order to provide an enduring resource base for sustaining

development oriented R&D; in Africa. . .,,-■-.• ,

223. The Committee cautioned against the creation of another S&T organization when many others
which had been established before were suffering from lack of financial resources. Concerns were

expressed that the new institution would require financing from member States which were already
overburdened with the contributions to the existing institutions. It was explained, however, that a
major objective of AFRAND was to mobilize financial resources for funding R<£D activities arid that
it would promote collaboration and interface between R&Dspecialists, entrepreneurs, industrialists and
funding agencies. As such, it would not require mandatory contributions from the member States in
the way of the existing R&D institutions require.

224. In connection with the proposed establishment of AFRAND,-the Committee was informed tot
OAU had been represented at a high level in all the meetings organized, particularly the Presidential
Forumheld at Gaborone in October 1993. Given the fact that the policy organs of OAU were .setting
up science and technology development structures within the Organization, OAU would communicate

; its: final position on the proposed establishment of AFRAND at a later date.

225. The Committee took note of the report as well as the forthcoming Presidential Forum on the
establishment of AFRAND and requested the Secretariat of ECA to pursue tfte feasibility study.

Strategy and programme of action for marine and ocean affairs in Africa [agenda item 6(i)l

226. The Committee considered document E/ECA/CM.20/34: "Strategy and Programme of Action

for Marme and Ocean Affairs in Africa". . v;

227.: The, Committee noted that the document was the report of a high level regional leadership

seminar on marine/ocean affairs that was organized by the United Nations Economic Commission for
Africa in collaboration with the International Ocean Institute (IQI) from 28 March to 2 April 1994 in
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. It was the first seminar of its kind held in Africa since the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) was adopted in 1982. The Convention will come into
force in November1.994. Of the 61 countries which had ratified the Convention, world-wide, at that

time 27 were African States.

228. The Committee observed that the objectives of the Leadership seminar on Marine and Ocean
Affairs were to assist African countries in developing policies, strategies and guidelines for enhancing

the exploration and exploitation of marine/ocean resources at the national, subregional and regional

levels; provide a forum for dialogue among African senior government officials in this sector on how

to interpret, implement and benefit from UNCLOS; and take into account the provision of UNCLOS

and Agenda 21 in order to promote sustainable development.

229. The provisions of the Law of the Sea, the Committee noted, provided African countries

/opportunities to take advantage of how they could benefit from exploitation of these resources. To
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assist African countries, coastal* island and land-locked, the ECA had been assisting them in creating

awareness about UNCL0$an4 encouraging tern to ratify the Convention; providing advisory services
on capacity building for exploration, exploitation and management of ocean resources; organizing

sensitization meetings; and training workshop/seminars.

230. It was noted that all the five subregions of Africa were rich in marine resources which if
exploited rationally would go a long way towards creating a food balance and food security.
Furthermore, the oceans had i both living and non-living!resources which could be exploited to

contribute significantly towards attaining food security and overall socio-economic development.

231. The Committee endorsed the Strategy and Programme of Action for Marine/Ocean Affairs
Development in Africa ^whieh was the outcome of the Leadership seminar. The Strategy and

Programme of Action contained measures that needed to be implemented by member States,

international, intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations in order to develop the African
capabilities for exploiting the sea resources available in seas surrounding Africa, The Strategy

recommended actions relating to the ratification and establishment of legislation for activities in the
area bf^iharine resource exploitation; institutional framework, particularly coordination mechanism at

national level and cooperation among states, including data collection analysisand dissemination; policy

framework including the formulation of policies for development of capabilities to explore and exploit
resources; special needs of land-locked states; project identification and elaboration; and the

mobilization of financial resources from international funding agencies. The Committee urged member

States to incorporate the Strategy in their national and subregibnal programmes for the management

of marine and ocean resources.

232. The Committee took note of the report and adopted draft resolution 5(XV).

ECA activities in the field of emergency, humanitarian rehabilitation, reconstruction and

development in Africa: Progress Report 1 agenda item 6(jVi

233. The eomniittee considered document E/ECA/CM.2G/23: "ECA activities in the fiekf of

emergency;-humanitarian, rehabilitation, reconstruction and development in Africa: Progress report".

234. The Committee observed that Africa had, over many years, suffered from the effects of

extremely serious conflicts, resulting in the displacement of millions of people. Periodic droughts had

similarly contributed to emergency conditions. African capacities for responding to such emergenci^

were inadequate. In view of the large number of existing and potential 'trouble spots' in Africa, the

Committee noted that the United Nations in general, and ECA in particular, had indispensable roles

to play in terms of responding to the complex emergencies that were erupting throughout the region.

235. The Committee further noted that traditionally, ECA had played a major role in providing

support to subregional and regional efforts that promoted economic development, integration and

cooperation. Taking into account the new United Nations vision of humanitarian assistance,

reconstruction and development, the Committee stressed that preventive diplomacy had economic and

social dimensions.

236. The Committee noted ECA's strategy for dealing with these emergencies which encompassed the

continuum from rehabilitation to reconstruction and development; and continuum from national to
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subregidnal and regional levels. Towards this end,; the Committee noted that EGA shad prepared a ■
report : Agenda on Emergency^Humanitarian-Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Affairs in Africa.,
This report formed the basis of missions fielded by ECA to Ethiopia,- Eritrea, Mozambique, Rwanda
and Somalia. The Committee took note of the fact that the government of Mozambique; expected E£A
to be involved in mobilizing financial resources for implementation of that country's Master Plan for

reconstruction and development. d i. '.

237. While it welcomed external assistance for dealing with humanitarian emergencies in Africa; the
Committee suggested the involvement of Africa NGOs in management and distribution of re)ief

supplies to African countries in need of help.

238. In order for the ECA Agenda for Emergency to be fully comprehensive for tackling both natural
and man-made disasters in the region, the Committee suggested that additional prerequisites such as
the establishment of a data base on both national and regional potential to respond to such disasters;
formulation of regional and national plans to deal with natural disasters; and, coordination at national
and regional levels to respond to emergency and humanitarian relief appeals, should be incorporated
in the agenda. Together with other international institutions and NGGs, the Committee believed that
a more comprehensive framework, with these additional attributes, could be evolved.

239. The Committee noted the report and adopted draft resolution 6(XV).

PART IV. STATUTORY ISSUES

.Staff and Administrative Questions: [agenda Item 7(a)]

240i:- The Committee took note of the report (E/ECA/CM.20/24)on staff and administrative questions,;

It also took note of the additional information provided on the appointment of a new United Nations,
Under-Secretary-General in charge of administration, the participation of ECA staff members in the
monitoring of elections in South Africa, as well as the date set for the completion of the new EGA

conference centre at ECA headquarters, namely 28 March 1995. The new centre it was noted would
become operational a few months subsequent to that date.

Issues from the subsidiary organs and sectoral bodies of the Commission calling for action by

the Conference of Ministers [agenda 7(b)l

241. The Committee took note of document E/ECA/CM.20/25,E/ECA/CM.20/25/Add.l, and

E/ECA/CM.20/25/Add.2/Rev. 1 containing resolutions and decisions submitted to the Commission for
consideration and adoption or for information by the subsidiary organs which had held meetings since
the last session of the Commission, The Committee took note of the reports and adopted draft

resolutions 11(XV), 12(XV)> 13(XV), 14(XV), 15(XV), 16(XV), 17(XV), 18(XV)* 19(XV), 20(XV),

21(XV), 22(XV), 23(XV), 24(XV). ^ ■<■■■ -, - ; ■
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last *e>°iu^ of the Commission,.;,Me Committee noted.that there"were4bijr types.of ©valuation.

146 ihs Conunittet noted tibat.the self evaluations canied out covered, about one-tliirdv.of th&

*ues o

247 Tse Ccunuiteti, however,' noted with regret tfoat some key'activities1 of interest to--African

lready
outposfing of some RegioBal Advisers to the -MULPOCs.

Committee ^fers-ed to its-'earlier'discussion .on the implementation of the United Nations-New Agenda
tor the itevelonmcflt of Africa .in the 1990s, $$d to the general.,view about the importance' of- effective
coordination of *he implementation of the programme. However, the committee; noted-that me
resources made available to the various su.bptogram,iBes for tlie-impieiHen^tioa of UN-NADAFwere

amount allocated to the CoiBJBissioh1 was grossly inadequate*1' ■
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250. The Gommittee suggested that the resolution on UN-NADAF should also take care of the need

for strengthening the capacity of the Commission in responding to its expanded responsibilities for

improved coordination at the regional level, in the framework of the implementation of UN-NADAF
and the Abuja Treaty establishing the African Economic Community. The Committee expressed the

view that consideration should be given towards the decentralization of all of Programme 45.

251. The Committee took note of the reports and adopted draft resolutions 7(XV), 8(XV) and 9(XV).

Strengthening KrA operational capacity: Extrabudgetary resources, current situation and future

prospects [agenda item 8(c)]

252. The Committee considered document E/ECA/CM.20/28: "Strengthening ECA operational

capacity: Extrabudgetary resources, current status and prospects".

253. The Committee observed that, in resolution 33/202 passed in 1979, ■■the General Assembly had

granted the status of executing agencies to the regional commissions. This enabled ECA to supplement

the resources available* to it from the United Nations regular budget with extrabudgetary resources
provided by the funding agencies of the United Nations, specifically UNDP and UNFPA, for its

technical programmes of assistance to its member States. The Commission also obtained

extrabudgetary resources from bilateral and multilateral sources outside the United Nations system.

254. The Committee noted that the situation of extrabudgetary resources had worsened drastically

during the 1992-1993 biennium, falling to US$ 29,163,052 from $ 45,647,531 in the previous

biennium. This decline was attributed to a number of reasons. The most significant factor was the

reduction in funds from UNDP and UNFPA due largely to the implementation of General Assembly

resolutions on national execution of development projects. Resources provided by the two institutions

to ECA declined from $ 51,406,334 under the fourth programming cycle to a negligible allocation

under the fifth programming cycle. During the 1992-1993 biennium, resources provided to ECA from

UNDP amounted to $ 15,034,630, or nearly 52 per cent of ECA's extrabudgetary resources for that

period. Bilateral resources also diminished due to the reduction in pledges and actual contributions to
UNTFAD by member States.

255. To counteract this undesirable situation, the Committee noted that the Commission had intensified

its efforts to attract funding from bilateral sources. The Committee considered the proposal of

allocating about 1 per cent of their UNDP national IPFs to be utilized to finance regional and

subregional integration projects.

256. The Committee,took note of the report and adopted draft resolution 10(XV).

Any other business (Agenda item 9)

257. Under this item, the Committee considered document E/ECA/CM.30/36 on the proposal for an

amendment Of the terms of reference and renaming the Commission the United Nations Economic and
Social Commission for Africa.

258. Some delegates argued that the proposal was meant to bring the name of the Commission to

reflect its mandate, as such they had no difficulty with the proposal, especially if a change in the name
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would attract more resources to the Commission. However, some other delegations felt that since the

scope of ECA's activities had always encompassed the social aspects of development* in accordance

with its mandate, there was no need for a change in name. They also observed that resources were
: mobilized on the basis of mandate rather than name. Thus UNECA would still attract financial

resources on the basis of the mandate.,.; Still, some others argued that an issue ofsuch importance

needed discussion at the national level and would therefore require more time for their governments
to formulate then-position on the i$sue.

.259. The Committee^ then, decided tq refer the proposal to the Conference of Ministers for further

consideration. :. . ,.^. _.;..; .■;.....,;,,,..;„. ., .,,: . ■ '-•;,../...-.■, ;;.-.-

Date and venue of the sixteenth meeting of foe Technical Preparatory Committee of the Whole

(TEPCOW) (Agenda item 10) .-_

260. The Committee decided to refer this item to the Ministers.

Adoption of the report (agenda item 11)

261. Under this item, the Chairman of the sub-Committee on resolutions made a presentation on the

work of the sub-Committee. He said that the sub-Committee had in addition to all the draft

resolutions, decisions and declarations referred to it, considered the document entitled, Agenda for

Building and Utilizing Critical Capacities in Africa: A Preliminary report: (document
E/ECA/CM.20/6).

262. The document synthesized the issues raised and the analysis and conclusions drawn in the eight

area theme papers which had been discussed in plenary. The report was still preliminary at this stage

and as such, only raised those issues that were of central relevance to development capacity building

in Africa. It was also preliminary in that the meeting of the Conference of Ministers, through this sub-

Committee and TEPCOW, was expected to examine the analysis, conclusions and recommendations

of the report with a view to enriching them and to providing the guidance necessary for a full and

complete study to be undertaken and submitted to the 1995 meeting of the Conference of Ministers for

consideration. It was expected that the entire exercise would culminate in a medium- to long-term

programme of cooperation which should constitute the framework for action on Africa?s development

priorities by African countries individually and collectively as well as by their development partners.

263. The sub-Committee had commended the secretariat for the quality of the document and had

prepared a draft resolution on the Framework Agenda for Building and Utilizing Critical Capacities

in Africa for consideration and adoption by the Conference of Ministers through TEPCOW.

264. The Committee took note of the presentation of the Chairman of the Sub-Committee and adopted
draft resolution 2(XV).

£ <
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^Closure nf t*re nt^t^flfi (agenda item 12) ■ -

;, 265. The Chairman thanked the participants, the Executive Secretary, and members of staff of the
.secretariat for thekcooperation and support which facilitated the successful conclusion of the meeting.

266. The Executive Secretary expressed his gratitude to all the delegations for their contribution to
the success of the meeting. He was particularly encouraged by their frank contributions regarding
issues related to critical capacity building for the accelerated socio-economic development for the
African region. He thanked the Chairman and all members of the Bureau for the effective way in

which they conducted the affairs of the Committee.

267. The Chairman then declared the meeting closed.


